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Embalmer Conundrum "AHA"
Moment
Vaccine Safety Myth - Part 2 - "What happens to those billions
of NanoParticles you've become host to?"

Marc Girardot
Mar 12

Did you know that Henry Ford had the idea of the assembly line on a dis-assembly
line?… in a slaughter house where live cows were literally being transformed into
spare parts.

Setting the tone to a pretty dark article, I must admit.

I had a dark “AHA” moment this week during a weekly team call organised by
my good friend Steve Kirsch, whom many of you follow.

“Aha” moments take time.

https://substack.com/profile/7635404-marc-girardot?utm_source=author-byline-face
https://substack.com/profile/7635404-marc-girardot
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/
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They are all about associations, connecting the dots, putting things in
perspective: 
A sort of synestesic process of �uttering butter�y wings entering in resonance.

That’s why free speech is so important.

That’s why reading, listening, smelling, touching and arguing are so key to
human understanding. Active debates with critical thinkers are an essential
crystallisation process to bridge facts, concepts and anecdotes into a consistent
whole that make sense of things.

Today’s article builds on �ve distinct triggers I have had these past few months:

1. something was missing in my article“What happens to those billions of
NanoParticles …”: The fundamental tenet of the bouncing balls analogy was
that there was no way these vaccines were safe. A massive amount of
nanoparticles ended up in the blood stream. All had the capacity to
transfect any cell anywhere… but something was missing: where was this
massive amount most negative? why, where and how nanoparticles were
hurting people most?…

2. bleeding without an apparent injury: in one of our conversations, Peter
McCullough mentioned that many vaccine-injured had very elevated
levels of D-dimers in the blood, but an MRI scan showed no speci�c
explanation for this haemorrhage. what was bleeding? why wasn’t it
visible? I had an idea then…hidden in plain sight.

3. a calci�ed heart le� me puzzled early September when I �rst read a
ground-breaking study whereby Hong Kong University had injected
intravenously Comirnaty (aka: P�zer vaccine) to mice to �nd that it
triggered a calci�cation of the pericardium in just 2 days! 
This likely wasn’t caused by spike proteins, but by T-cells attacks on
vaccine transfected cells. I decided to investigate in�ammation-induced
calci�cation some more…

http://petermcculloughmd.com/
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab707/6353927
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4. lipid nanoparticle distribution outside the muscle: Last May, my friend,
Byram Bridle’s FOIA request to Japanese authorities con�rmed my
epidemiological certitude that the vaccines were causing harm. To me,
the discovery that serious amounts of LNPs leaked away from the muscle
annihilated any possibility of innocuousness. I was intellectually in
shock. These LNPs would inevitably transfect healthy cells in
dangerous ways. But I le� out the most important question: where/what
were these nanoparticles going to hurt most?

5. white worm-like elastic clots in cadavers le� me intrigued

Hi shutterkitten@cox.net
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